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Impact of energetic nanoparticles on solids produces craters on the surface. We use molecular

dynamics simulations to compare crater production on a compact Au solid with that in a porous

(foam) target. Our results show a complex picture: (i) At low impact velocities, the nanoparticles

produce permanent craters in the foam while they cannot penetrate the compact target. (ii) With

increasing velocity and/or projectile mass, the crater depth in the foam target increases less

strongly than for the compact target. The plasticity-affected zone in the foam target is of similar

size as in the compact target. Our results are relevant for the use of porous structures as shields

against nanoparticle impact. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4944420]

Nanoparticle (NP) impact on solids may lead to perma-

nent damage on the solid surface. While at small impact

velocities, NPs are deposited on the surface, they produce

large craters at higher velocity.1 Such processes are relevant

in dusty plasmas2 and in the space environment where dust

grains—but also metallic debris—may damage the surfaces

of spacecraft;3–7 they are also employed beneficially for the

removal of material for surface-analytic purposes.8,9

Thibeault et al.10 summarized the recent research activities

on using nanomaterials for radiation protection in space.

Recently, the availability of metallic foams spurred ac-

tivity to investigate the radiation resistance of these materi-

als.11–15 Indeed, it was found that the high surface-to-volume

ratio increases the annealing of radiation-induced defects.

While these studies focused on the impact of single ions on

foam structures, the response of foam materials to NP bom-

bardment is also relevant. The use of light-weight foam

materials may be particularly useful as shields against NP

impact in space environment. A macroscopic argument

requires the same amount of target mass (column) as in a

compact target to stop the projectile. Then the crater depths

dfoam in the foam and dbulk in the compact target scale as the

inverse target density

dfoam

dbulk

¼ nbulk

nfoam

¼ 1

/
; (1)

where / ¼ nfoam=nbulk denotes the foam filling factor. Foams

are useful shields against NP impact if they require less mass

than a compact target and thus dfoam=dbulk < 1=/.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used

to study in detail the characteristics of crater formation in

compact solids under NP impact.16–19 Let us denote by N the

number of atoms in the projectile NP, v its velocity, and E ¼
mv2=2 the impact energy per atom; m is the atomic mass. It

was found that a threshold energy Eth is needed to induce

cratering in the surface; soon after the onset of cratering,

craters assume a hemispheric form. Above this threshold, the

crater volume increases linearly with energy

V ¼ aðE� EthÞ; (2)

and hence the crater depth follows:

d ¼ bðE� EthÞ1=3: (3)

In the present paper, we use MD simulations to compare

NP impact on compact solids with foam structures. The sim-

ulations have been performed using the molecular dynamics

simulation software LAMMPS.20 Besides a single-

crystalline Au target, a Au foam target is used; the latter has

been constructed from a prototype generated as in Refs. 21

and 22. The foam structure has a filling factor of / ¼ 0:55

and the average size of the grains (“filaments”) amounts to

D¼ 3 nm. The targets have dimensions of 734� 734 Å2 in

lateral direction and 550 Å in depth, containing 9:36� 106

atoms. Both the foam and the compact target have a (100)

free surface. Before the start of the impact simulations, the

targets are relaxed to 0 K. At the lateral and bottom sides,

damped boundary conditions are used which mimic energy

dissipation to the surrounding target material.

The targets are bombarded by spherical Au NPs with ra-

dius R, containing N atoms. We study projectiles with sizes

between N ¼ 104 and 2� 105 atoms and impact velocities v
between 0.5 and 10 km/s. Our minimum NP size of N ¼ 104

has been chosen such that its radius R¼ 3.5 nm is larger than

the filament radius, R>D. Thus in all cases the dependence

of the impact event on the exact impact position can be

neglected.17 Note that cluster impacts on compact targets

show negligible fluctuations already for cluster sizes as small

as N¼ 12.23,24 Hence, for each velocity only one impact has

been simulated for foam and compact target, respectively.

We follow the simulations up to a time of 241 and 321 ps af-

ter an impact on the foam and compact targets, respectively,

until the crater form has stabilized.

The interaction between the Au atoms is modeled by a

many-body potential, which reproduces the melting tempera-

ture of Au, Tm¼ 1338 K.24–26 At these low impact energies,
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the influence of electronic stopping is only minor; therefore,

no electronic stopping has been applied.

In Fig. 1, we compare the results of NP impact on a

compact and a foam target for the exemplary case of 5 km/s

impact of a Au10000 NP. Data of the pressure and density

have been evaluated in a cylinder of radius 2 nm—smaller

than the NP, but sufficiently large for local averaging—on

the axis immediately below the NP impact point.

Due to the impact, the hydrostatic pressure increases

strongly below the NP and reaches the value of almost

170 GPa in the compact target; the values are smaller in the

foam structure, where only 100 GPa are reached. In both sys-

tems, a compressive pressure wave then runs into the target in-

terior. Its velocity is smaller in the foam (3.3 km/s) than in the

compact material (4.8 km/s); for comparison, the longitudinal

velocity of sound in Au in [100] direction is 2.5 km/s. The

sound speed in foams is known to be smaller than that in

the compact targets.27 However, the wave front is sharper in

the compact target than in the foam, since the inhomogeneous

structure of the foam blurs the wave front. The wave ampli-

tude diminishes with time since the impact energy is radiated

three-dimensionally into the target interior. Note that after the

compression stage, the pressure turns tensile close to the sur-

face at times of around 2 ps; this corresponds to the crater

excavation stage. We conclude that similar to compact targets,

NP impact generates a shock wave in the foam.

The density profiles show that close to the surface the

crater is excavated; in contrast, the material in the compres-

sive pressure pulse is compacted. Interestingly, both the

compaction and the crater excavation in the foam follow

closely that of the compact target.

Fig. 2 displays the final state of the irradiated targets at

the end of the simulation at the same scale. Here an impact

velocity of 10 km/s was chosen to emphasize crater and

defect formation. Defects have been characterized using the

Ackland-Jones detector.28 We first note that the crater has

cooled better when surrounded by the compact material;

only small melt nests in the crater rim have survived, which

are displayed as “disordered atoms” in Fig. 2. In the foam

target, in contrast, the entire crater walls are covered by a

melt pool; this is caused by both the higher temperatures

reached in the foam target and the poorer heat conduction in

the foam filaments. The crater wall in the foam has become

compact as the filaments have been crushed, see Fig. 2(b).

Defects extend deeply into the material; these are visible

in Fig. 2 mainly as stacking-fault planes which indicate the

formation of dislocations and plasticity by the impact. Note

that some stacking fault planes existed in the foam target al-

ready at the foam production stage (see filaments at bottom

of figure). The plastic zone has a width of 136 Å in the com-

pact target and is hence larger than the crater depth (108 Å)

itself. In contrast, for the foam target the crater reaches a

depth of 327 Å, while the width of the plastic zone amounts

to 133 Å. Thus, the plastic zones are of similar width in the

two targets since the newly generated defects are mainly

found in the compactified region.

Fig. 3(a) shows how crater sizes depend on the impact

velocity of the Au10000 NPs. For the compact target, small

impact velocities (below approximately 2 km/s) do not lead

to a crater; the NP is rather deposited on the surface. The

foam, however, is more easily crushed and even small veloc-

ities are able to form a crater. The reason is that in a compact

target, the crater volume has to be excavated by pushing the

material onto the surface; for a foam it is easier to deform

the filaments and push the excavated crater material into the

interior.

We also display the plastic-zone depths in Fig. 3(a);

these are considerably larger than the crater depths them-

selves, indicating the important role played by dislocation

damage.

For the foams the determination of the depth of the plastic

zone is not trivial, since already before bombardment, the

FIG. 1. Depth profiles of pressure, p,

and density, n, on the axis below the

Au10000 NP impacting with 5 km/s for

the compact (left) and foam (right) tar-

get at the times indicated. The density

has been normalized to the density of

the compact target, nbulk; the average

density of the foam target is indicated

by a black line in subfigure (d).
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filaments are not defect-free. For the smallest impact veloc-

ities, we therefore do not indicate the plastic-zone depths.

While the plastic-zone width in the foams is around 135 Å for

all impact velocities, it increases slightly in the compact target

from 80 Å at v¼ 2 km/s to around 135 Å at v¼ 10 km/s.

The crater depth d follows a power law with impact

energy, Eq. (3), with parameters b¼ 20.7 (72.3) Å/(eV/

atom)1/3 and the threshold energy Eth ¼ 8:2 (0.58) eV/atom

for the compact (foam) target. For the foam target, the

threshold velocity is considerably smaller than for the com-

pact target; this is due to the high deformability of the foam

target. For dislocation production—in either target—no

threshold is apparent and the data can be fitted with Eth ¼ 0,

Eq. (3). This is plausible since cluster impact may produce

damage inside the target even without creating a crater.

Fig. 3(b) directly compares the crater sizes of foam and

compact targets by displaying the ratio dfoam=dbulk. The

simple estimate of Eq. (1) would assume that the crater size

scales with the inverse foam density, and hence

dfoam=dbulk ¼ 1=/ ffi 1:8 in our case. We observe that in the

velocity range investigated here, the crater depth in foam tar-

gets is considerably larger than predicted. This is caused by

the threshold behavior of crater formation in bulk targets,

Eq. (3), since the threshold in foams is much smaller than in

compact targets. Indeed, with increasing velocity the ratio

dfoam=dbulk decreases and appears to converge to the predic-

tion, dfoam=dbulk ffi 1:8.

Fig. 3(c) finally shows how crater depths change with

the size N of the impinging NPs. They follow a power law,

FIG. 2. Final state of the (a) compact and the (b) foam target after impact of

a 10 km/s Au10000 NP. Both snapshots show a cross-sectional view (thick-

ness 6 Å, width 75 nm) at the same scale at the end of the simulation. Color

codes the local crystal structure as determined by the Ackland-Jones detec-

tor:28 fcc (yellow), hcp (red), disordered (blue), and bcc (cyan).
FIG. 3. (a) Crater depth (circles) and plastic-zone depth (squares) vs impact

velocity for Au NP impact on a Au compact and a Au foam target. Lines

give fits to Eq. (3). (b) Enhancement of depth in a foam target over that in a

compact target. (c) Dependence of the crater depth on the size N of NPs for

an impact velocity of 5 km/s. Additional data for Cu NPs impinging with a

velocity of 5.5 km/s on a Cu compact target taken from Ref. 17 by scaling

the crater depth d to the lattice constant a. Lines show power-law scaling.
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d / Na, with a ¼ 0:49 (0.34) for the compact (foam) target.

Plastic-zone depths (not shown) increase with the same

exponents. We note that previous data of Cu NPs impinging

on a Cu compact target17 follow (for large N) exactly the

same law as the Au data. The Cu data for smaller NP sizes

show a strong decrease for smaller clusters, N�104, which

has been interpreted as a threshold behavior.17

We conclude that crater depths increase more strongly

with projectile size in the compact target than in the foam

target. Hence, the ratio dfoam=dbulk decreases with increasing

N and approaches the prediction of Eq. (1),

dfoam=dbulk ¼ 1=/. This decrease is caused by the fact that

for increasingly large NPs, the foam appears just as a homo-

geneous bulk target with reduced density.

In summary, we use molecular dynamics simulations to

compare crater production by NP impact on a compact Au

solid with that in a porous (foam) target. We find that the

threshold for crater formation is considerably reduced in foam

targets, since the filament structures are easily deformed.

Crater walls consist of compactified foam material, containing

a large amount of defects (stacking faults and dislocations).

The thickness of the plastic zone is of similar size as in com-

pact targets. Compactification of the crater walls is accompa-

nied by considerable heating leading to extensive melting. A

macroscopic argument predicts that the crater depth scales as

the inverse foam density, Eq. (1). However, due to the differ-

ent thresholds for compact and foam targets, craters formed at

low velocities in foams are actually larger than according to

the macroscopic prediction. For higher impact velocities and

for larger NPs, crater depths tend to comply with Eq. (1). We

conclude that at small velocities, and for small projectiles, the

foam offers no advantage over compact solids in shielding

against NP impacts.
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